The Department of Mechanical Engineering at Ohio University has designed, constructed, and controlled a new 6-dof in-parallel-actuated platform, a combination and modification of existing designs. The 6-PSU platform consists of 6 legs with a prismatic joint, spherical joint, and universal joint connecting links in each leg which move the platform in the six Cartesian freedoms with respect to the base. The prismatic joint is actuated while the other two joints in each leg are passive.
INTRODUCTION
The Stewart/Gough platform (Stewart, 1966) , arguably the most popular platform manipulator, is a 6-dof platform controlled by six active prismatic joints. Six UPS legs connect the fixed base to the moving platform (universal U, prismatic P, spherical S joints; underlining indicates that joint is active, while the others are passive).
Parallel manipulators are a strong current research topic, as seen in the recent literature: work has been presented concerning generation of and forward pose solution for analytic parallel manipulators (Kong and Gosselin, 2001) , parallel manipulator dynamics (Perreira, 1999) , modular platform manipulators (Zhiming and Zhenqun, 1999) , singularity determination in spatial platform manipulators (Hao and McCarthy, 1998) , parallel manipulator application to inertial measurement unit calibration (Hall and Williams, 2000) , and symbolic closed-form forward pose kinematics for special-geometry platform manipulators (Selfridge and Matthew, 2000) . A Dutch company has implemented an automated robotic cell featuring a parallel robot for manufacturing propellers (Kochan, 1996) . Merlet and Gosselin (1991) first proposed a 6-PUS platform manipulator, with a major advantage over the Stewart/Gough platform: all active prismatic joints move with respect to the base and hence are not articulating; there are articulating links, but these are of fixed length. A team from Sandia, NIST, and Case Western has recently built a 6-PUS platform named the ParaDex (Kozlowski and Stoughton, 2001) ; this was proposed for surgery, and then implemented for fixturing at Ford. Wang et al. (2000) presented ParaDex Workspace analysis. Kim and Ryu (2000) derived closed-form dynamics equations for general 6-dof PUS parallel manipulators (called HexaSlide), of which the ParaDex is a member. modification of the ParaDex, wherein the moving and fixed platforms have their U and P joints, respectively, mounted in two concentric circles, rather than one circle as in the ParaDex, to improve dexterity. This idea came from Stoughton and Arai (1993) , originally for the Gough/Stewart platform. So, we have combined many good ideas into a new type of parallel platform manipulator.
Applications include robotic surgery, haptic interface, flight simulator, motion platform, vibration isolation, and industrial robotics. This article first presents our 6-PSU model, followed by kinematic equations and workspace determination, manipulator design and construction, control, and then experimental results.
6-PSU MODEL
The 6-PSU manipulator kinematic diagram is shown below in Figs. 3 and 4. Six PSU legs connect the base and moving platform. Each leg consists of a linear actuator (prismatic joint P), a spherical joint S, a rigid link, and a universal joint U. The linear actuators are attached to the base, and the universal joints are attached to the moving platform. The base coordinate frame { } B , the moving platform coordinate frame { } P , and their joint locations are shown in Fig. 4 . 
6-PSU Inverse Pose Kinematics
The 6-PSU inverse pose kinematics problem is stated: Given the Cartesian pose X of the moving platform with respect to the base, find the required leg lengths Given X={x y z α β γ} T , the Cartesian pose of the moving platform is completely determined. Rows 1 and 2 of equation (2) (6) Since two solutions exist for A iz , two corresponding solutions exist for L i . The six legs, with two solutions each, results in 64 inverse kinematic solutions. In practical application, we choose only the +A iz result in (5) for all six legs; this will ensure that the moving platform configuration lies generally above the actuators' extensions, rather than below. Therefore, only one of the 64 solutions is specified for manipulator inverse pose kinematics. It is possible in principle to allow -A iz from (5) for one or more of the manipulator legs. In this case one or more of the actuator legs will be located generally above the moving platform. This may be useful for some applications, but it complicates the inverse pose solution with multiple solutions.
6-PSU Forward Pose Kinematics
The 6-PSU forward pose kinematics problem is stated: Given the active leg lengths
T , find the platform Cartesian pose X={x y z α β γ} T . Vector loop-closure equation (1) again applies. The Newton-Raphson numerical method is used to find the solution. Equation (2) 
The constant length A i of the passive leg is the Euclidean Norm of the vector in equation (7).
Rows 1, 2, and 3 of equation (7) are then substituted into equation (8), which is expanded, simplified, and rearranged into the following form. 
This results in the 6x6 Newton-Raphson Jacobian matrix (11), which is a function of the unknown Cartesian pose X={x y z α β γ}
An initial guess is made and equation (12) is used to update the solution. This initial guess must be close to the actual solution for the Newton-Raphson method to converge, but convergence is not guaranteed. If the initial guess is 'sufficiently close' to the solution, quadratic convergence is guaranteed. Only one of the multiple solutions will be found, generally closest to the initial guess. 
6-PSU Workspace Determination
The workspace of a manipulator can be defined in two ways: reachable workspace and dexterous workspace. The reachable workspace is the collection of all points {x y z} T that can be reached by the manipulator in any orientation. The dexterous workspace is the collection of all points that can be reached by a manipulator in all orientations. Consequently, the dexterous workspace is always a subset of the reachable workspace. It is well known for most parallel manipulators that the dexterous workspace is null, since these manipulators cannot reach all orientations at any position in the reachable workspace. Therefore, dexterous workspace is defined in this article to be the collection of all points that can be reached by a manipulator over a given set of desired orientations.
Factors that limit the workspace of a given parallel manipulator include actuator limits, leg interference, and singularities. In determining the workspace of the 6-PSU manipulator in this article, only actuator limits are considered. To determine the workspace of the 6-PSU manipulator, the inverse pose kinematic solution is calculated over a range of desired poses. All real solutions within the actuator limits are collected to form the dexterous workspace.
The reachable and dexterous workspaces for our final 6-PSU design are shown in Figs 
6-PSU Design and Construction
The prototype 6-PSU manipulator in Fig. 9 was intended to be a general-purpose manipulator; therefore, reachable and dexterous workspace was the most important factor in the selection of manipulator geometry. Workspace analysis was employed to help determine the manipulator geometry. The base platform joint locations, passive legs' length i B A , and moving platform joint locations were the design variables. Many different platform designs were considered, and symmetry was maintained in every case. Workspace analysis was performed for each design, and trends were noted. The geometry was finalized when an acceptable workspace was produced. The desired manipulator would have the largest reachable and dexterous workspace volumes given our specific actuator joint limits; also, symmetry and regular shape is desirable for the reachable and dexterous workspaces.
In the final hardware design, the moving platform universal joint locations are aligned on concentric circles as shown in Fig Figure 10 shows the hardware control architecture. The hardware is controlled in inverse pose mode: Given the desired Cartesian pose X, calculate active prismatic actuator lengths L C . The inverse pose solution was presented in Section 3.1. The system may also be controlled in rate mode by implementing resolved-rate control using the Jacobian matrix as presented in (Hopkins, 2001 ).
CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
In In this manner we achieve coordinated Cartesian control of the platform via linearized independent (but simultaneous) linear actuator control. We have not derived the platform dynamics block in Fig. 10 ; in fact, the Simulink diagram implementation of Fig. 10 is open at these blocks (the real-world hardware and sensors close the loop). The PID gains have been determined experimentally. We use the Simulink PID block (with approximate derivative to minimize the problems with numerical differentiation). Initially the PID design was performed for individual actuators on the benchtop. Using these gains as a starting point, the next step is to perform the PID design for each actuator within the context of the coupled system dynamics. The PID gains are identical for all six actuators, both on the benchtop and in the manipulator. General control design specifications are smooth motion, low overshoot, plus fast rising and settling times.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The 6-PSU platform system mechatronic design has been completed and the manipulator has been constructed at Ohio University, as shown in Fig. 9 . Sample single actuator control and coordinated Cartesian motion experimental results are given in this section. providing sinusoidal-like motion in the z direction. Other than this case, the leg lengths are less recognizable for the other five Cartesian motions (we have not even labeled which leg is which); they are shown simply to demonstrate the good agreement between commanded and measured actuator lengths (there is no discernible difference in Fig. 13 ).
In Fig. 13 , the first pair of lobes corresponds to sinusoidal-like H x motion; the second to H y , and the third (in unison) to H z . Furthermore, the fourth pair of lobes corresponds to sinusoidal-like α motion; the fifth to β, and the sixth to γ. The amplitude of the translational movements is ±2 in from the nominal configuration, and the amplitude of the rotational movements from nominal is ±30°.
Since the commanded and measured leg lengths are indistinguishable to the eye in Fig. 13 , 
CONCLUSION
This article has presented a new platform manipulator system for various applications (anything the Stewart/Gough platform can be used for). The six-dof system consists of six identical PSU legs connecting the fixed base and moving platform. A major improvement over the Stewart/Gough platform is that the active prismatic joints are controlled with respect to the base, hence the actuators need not be articulating as for the Stewart/Gough platform. Compared with the existing ParaDex manipulator, our modified 6-PSU manipulator has base and moving platform joint locations mounted on concentric circles, which possesses Jacobian conditioning and workspace benefits over the ParaDex design, according to previous literature (Stoughton and Arai, 1993) . A hardware system has been designed and constructed at Ohio University, and controller implementation has been accomplished. Sample single actuator control and coupled Cartesian motion experimental results were presented.
